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Abstrat
We present the experimental demonstration of self-ollimation (subdirative propagation) of
an ultrasoni beam inside a three-dimensional (3D) soni rystal. The rystal is formed by two
rossed steel ylinders strutures in a woodpile-like geometry disposed in water. Measurements of
the 3D eld distribution show that a narrow beam whih diratively spreads in the absene of
the soni rystal is strongly ollimated in propagation inside the rystal, demonstrating the 3D
self-ollimation eet.
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Wave beams diverge when they propagate in homogeneous materials due to diration.
Nevertheless, a partiular regime where diration spreading vanishes, the so-alled self-
ollimation, was predited a deade ago for eletromagneti waves propagating in optially
periodi materials (photoni rystals) [1℄. Inside a photoni rystal the dispersion relations
for propagation (Bloh) modes are modied, and the envelopes of eletromagneti waves an
propagate without diration broadening [2, 3℄. The self-ollimation eet has been studied
not only for eletromagneti, but also for the other kind of waves. The eet analogous to
the self-ollimation has been reently predited for the matter waves[4℄. Also subdirative
propagation of soni beams inside the phononi (or soni) rystals was predited [5℄. The
vanishing of diration in the wave propagation along periodi rystals has been so far
experimentally demonstrated for eletromagneti waves in optial [1, 6℄ and mirowave [7℄
frequenies, and reently, for the ultrasoni beam propagation inside a soni rystal [8℄.
However, most of the beam propagation eets, in partiular the self-ollimation eet on
whih we fous in this work, have been addressed mainly in two-dimensional (2D) systems.
The three-dimensional (3D) systems are more ompliated not only for the experimental
study but also in the numerial level, where the FDTD alulations are extremely time
onsuming. From the experimental point of view, to the best of our knowledge, the 3D self-
ollimation has been observed only for mirowaves [7℄ but never for the optial frequenies.
Also the 3D self-ollimation has never been experimentally demonstrated for the other than
eletromagneti waves, i.e. the matter waves, or the sound waves. Here we demonstrate
the 3D self-ollimation eet in aoustis, i.e. the nondifrative propagation of an ultrasoni
beam through a 3D soni rystal. The soni rystal used in the experiment an be onsidered
as formed by two squared 2D strutures like that studied in [8℄, rotated by 90 degrees and
interlaed one into another (Figure 1). Eah of them are formed by 20x20 steel ylinders
with a radius r = 0.8 mm. The lattie onstant is ax = ay = a = 5.25 mm, where ax, ay
are the spatial periods along x and y diretion respetively. The beam is propagated along
the z diretion inside the rystal. As the radius of the ylinders r is smaller than the shift
between the two interlaed strutures, a/2 in z diretion, it results in a ontat-free woodpile
geometry. This diers from the previously studied 3D soni rystals, where satterers are
loated forming ubi latties with fae entered ubi (f), body entered ubi (b) and
simple ubi symmetries [9℄. Contrary to the most ommon onguration in experiments
using liquid-solid rystals, where in ontat solid spheres are used as satterers [10℄, the
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main advantage of the ontat-free rystal is its relatively large transpareny reduing the
energy losses in propagation and in the interfaes of the rystal.
The experimental setup onsists of a soure of ultrasoni wave, the above desribed
3D periodi struture and a needle hydrophone (to measure the aousti eld); all these
omponents are immersed in a plexiglass tank lled with distilled water. The frequeny
tunable soure is a piezoeletri-based ommerial projetor with a resonant frequeny at 192
kHz, that an be tuned to a range of frequenies belonging to the seond propagation band in
of our rystal (200 to 260 KHz) where the experiment is performed. The needle hydrophone
is an Onda Corp. HNR-0500 with a alibrated operating band between 0.25 and 10 MHz,
that an be used for stable relative measurements in the frequeny range of interest. The
aousti signals are generated and aptured using a PXI National Instruments system with
synhronized signal generator and osillosope ards with oversampling frequeny apability.
To position the hydrophone, three motorized axis are governed by the aquisition system,
mapping the aoustial beam. The exited signal is a tone burst of several yles of the
studied frequeny; the pulse is long enough to assume the CW propagation inside the rystal
but suiently short to disard unwanted reetions oming from the tank walls in the
aptured signal. The measured pressure levels are low, assuring the linear regime. In order
to redue the noise the temporal averaging of several pulses (up to 20) is performed and
a Butterworth eighth order band-pass lter is applied. The 3D soni rystal, as explained
above, an be onsidered as two interlaed 2D rystals studied in [5, 8℄. In the 2D ase
the nondirative propagation was predited for two dierent frequenies in the rst and
seond bands respetively, and experimentally veried for the seond band (225 kHz). Here,
in the present letter, we study experimentally the propagation through the 3D rystal in
the seond band by varying the frequeny around the above mentioned 2D self-ollimation
frequeny (225 kHz).
Figure 2 shows the eet of the rystal on the propagation of the beam. Fig. 2(a) shows
the sound intensity distributions in the transversal planes just after transduer, i.e. at a
distane of 3 mm from the transduer plane. Fig. 2(b) shows the distributions in a free
(without rystal) propagation over the distane of 115 mm, respetively. The propagated
beam is slightly anisotropi, i.e. is slightly broader in the horizontal diretion beause the
adapting layer of the emitting transduer has a ertain urvature (astigmatism) in that plane,
ating as a ylindrial diverging lens. Fig. 2() shows the amplitude prole of the sound
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beam at the rear fae of the rystal, measured at the same 115 mm distane as in Fig. 2(b).
The diameter of the entral part of the beam remains nearly of the same order than the input
(just slightly broadened), learly indiating the eet of self-ollimation. Besides the entral
self-ollimated beam, the side-lobes appear whih orrespond to the diverging wave vetors.
The side-lobes are related with the exitation of the additional Bloh modes (in addition
to the basi subdifrative one), and require a separate study. We note that these side-lobes
disappear after the larger distanes behind the soni rystal (not shown). Fig. 3 depits the
variation of the beam width (measured at half amplitude) versus frequeny. A minimum is
reahed for the self-ollimation frequeny of the 2D ase [8℄. The width is normalized here to
the width of the beam after propagating the same distane without rystal, and omputed
subtrating the noise level amplitude with no interpolation between the spatially sampled
points. The depited width is the average of the dierent measurements of the width for
the dierent vertial uts of the transversal plane.
The ontinuous urve in Fig. 3 is the theoretial t. In paraxial treatment, the beam
broadening after the propagation in a homogeneous material with diration oeient
d is given by ∆x2(z) = ∆x2
0
+ (4 d z)2/∆x2
0
, where ∆x0 is the initial width and z the
propagation distane. This lassial formula for the propagation of Gaussian beams an be
extended to the ase of inhomogeneous media, taking into aount the partiular dependene
of the diration oeient with the frequeny. In our ase, we an assume to a rst order
approximation that the diration oeient depends linearly with frequeny, and that
hanges the sign (it anels) at the self-ollimation point. The other oeients are seleted
as those with a better t to the experimental data. We note that our 3D rystal is in fat the
enlae of two orthogonally oriented 2D strutures, therefore the spatial modulationm of the
aousti parameters (bulk modulus and density) is the additive funtion of orresponding
2D rystals: m (x, y, z) = m1 (x, z) +m2 (y, z) , where the both funtions depend separately
on x and y. Under paraxial approximation, where the eld propagation is desribed by the
Shrödinger equation, the aousti eld (pressure eld, p) fatorize in this ase of additive
potentials: p (x, y, z) = p1 (x, z)×p2 (y, z). The 3D propagation problem then simplies into
two independent 2D propagation problems studied before in [5℄ and [8℄. Stritly speaking
the propagation in the studied by us 3D soni rystal is not paraxial, sine the sound waves
dirat at relatively large angles in every slie. However, having in mind that the self-
ollimation phenomenon is usually analogous in paraxial and nonparaxial ases (see e.g.[11℄
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for omparison of the self-ollimation in these ases) the similarity of the measured sound
proles in 3D ase with produt of 2D proles [8℄, as well as the good oinidene between
the self-ollimation frequenies in 3D and 2D ases is plausible. In onlusion, a non-ontat
woodpile soni rystal, onsisting of two interlaed 2D strutures of periodi arrays of steel
ylinders in water, has been fabriated. Experiments of ultrasoni beam propagation through
suh rystal have demonstrated the self-ollimation propagation in a 3D soni rystal. Two
additional remarks should be done about the advantages of the used rystal: on one hand,
the rystal diers from the most ommon lose-paked solid spheres rystals in the sense
that, in the present rystal the lling fration an be arbitrarily modied allowing to design
the rystal without the restrition existent in lose-paked spheres, where the lling fration
is xed at fmax = 0.7405. In our ase, the lling fator is f = 147, i.e. twie than in the 2D
ase. On the other hand, the satterers in the type of rystals used by us are not in ontat
whih ould enable to introdue a soure inside the rystal [12℄ without any additional
perturbation. This should enable the haraterization of the diretional propagation inside
the 3D rystal, whih is not possible in the lose-paked spheres strutures, where a defet
should be introdue in the strutures to loate the emitter inside.
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Figure Captions
Fig.1- (a) Unit ell sheme and (b) photograph of the rystal used in the experimental setup.
Fig. 2- Transverse prole of the ultrasoni beam measured at (a) 3 mm from the trasduer,
(b) at 115 mm from the trasduer in free propagation and () at the rystal output loated
at 115 mm from the trasduer, after propagating through the rystal.
Fig. 3. Beam width versus frequeny, dots represent the experimental points with the
orresponding dispersion bars, and the analytial t (see text below) is depited by the
ontinous line.
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